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PROVEN PERFORMANCE YOU CAN COUNT ON.
With so many factors that can impact the success of your growing year,
it’s nice to know that when it comes to crop nutrition, MicroEssentials®
phosphate-based fertilizer has you covered. With proven technologies like
uniform nutrient distribution and season-long sulfur availability backed
by over 12 years of performance data, you can spend less time stressing
over the fruits of your labor, and more time enjoying them.

To learn more visit MicroEssentials.com.
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Through our patented Nutriform® technology, Aspire® combines two forms of boron (B) with potassium for uniform
nutrient distribution and season-long boron availability, consistently delivering the right amount of B when and where
you need it. It’s a bold step in unlocking every plant’s potential. Now every other way to use boron is, well, ancient history.

DISCOVER
HOW TO

RIGHT

AspireBoron.com
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TONY BERNHARDT
ENERBASE
chief executive officer

DAN SEM
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
general manager

INCREASING VELOCITY
When determining if a company is successful, it
isn’t how big you are, but how good you are at
servicing your customers. Over the past decade, area
producers have grown their operations faster than a lot of the
businesses in the industry can keep up with. Velocity is key
for our producers, especially during the hectic spring season,
and this requires us to have a larger team and a large influx of
product on hand in a small window of opportunity. Producers
are looking for partners with instant access to products and
services, and at DAP, our goal is to be that partner, from the
planning stages until the last acre is harvested.
So how do we make sure we are that partner? By constantly
building and improving our team. Over the past twenty years,
DAP has seen a lot of growth, and it’s not just to say we are
getting bigger. The latest merger in September 2018 moved
all the agronomy assets of the three parent cooperatives
under the Dakota Agronomy Partners umbrella. By doing this,
producers in our area have access to three mega-fertilizer
plants, located in Minot, Bowbells and Bottineau. Having
access to that volume gives us much greater flexibility to
transfer tons from one location to another to ensure we have
products available when and where our producers need it.
Another major benefit of the most recent merger was the
creation of one extensive application team. Application across
our area is rarely taking place at the same time. With our
expanded team, we are able to move applicators where they
are needed, when they are needed, to get fields done quicker.
The merger doubled DAP’s team and doubled the equipment
that can be dispatched over its territory, which now stretches
160 miles south from the Canadian border and about 130 miles
across the central part of the state.
Dakota Agronomy also has the benefit of working with CHS
and their agronomy offerings. CHS recently finalized the
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acquisition of West Central Distribution, LLC, a full-service
wholesale distributor of agronomy products headquartered
in Minnesota. The acquisition added 20 crop protection
warehouses and more than 200 employees to the team that
DAP has access to, and also a portfolio of adjuvants, seed
treatments, plant enhancement products, micronutrients and
enhanced efficiency fertilizer products. DAP also has access
to CHS’s supply chain which includes over 36 crop nutrient
terminals, 14 river terminals on the Illinois, Mississippi and
Ohio rivers, and considerable interest in U.S. and Canadian
fertilizer production through CF Nitrogen.
Unfortunately, everywhere you looked, logistics were a key
issue this past year. A new record was set for the longestlasting flood conditions along the length of the Mississippi
River. Until mid-June, high water levels on the Mississippi
prevented locks and dams from being opened, all the way up
to St. Paul, three months later than usual. The usual barges of
fertilizer from the Gulf to terminals above St. Louis were stalled
until mid-June. CHS logistic specialists got to work, planning
other ways to get products to our area. Barge tons were
diverted up the Ohio River to a CHS terminal and then trucked
to our area. The CHS port terminal at Galveston was used to
moved fertilizer out of vessels and into railcars for our area.
Barges were off-loaded into railcars near St. Louis for shipment
to our area. These are just a few of the logistical benefits DAP
has by being a partner with CHS.
It is amazing to think that when DAP was formed twenty years
ago, the company operated with seven full-time employees.
Today DAP operates with a team of over 100 employees that
all take great pride in being a part of this amazing company.
The Board of Directors has always looked for ways to improve
the products and services we provide to our producers, and
the recent growth of our team is a testament to their mission
to make the producers in our area successful. n

CULTIVATING AND
PRESERVING A SYSTEM

THAT HAS PROVEN TO WORK
FOR THE PAST 100 YEARS

Washburn remodel.

Greetings from the Enerbase staff
and management team! As the year
2019 is coming to an end, it proved to be
one of those years where mother nature
is still unpredictable, to say the least!
We can all relate with our own memories
on how it played out. 2019 for me was a
quick year! Congratulations on the first full
year of the Velva/Drake/Butte Cooperative
which was consolidated into Enerbase last
September 2018. I must say that this has
been a seamless process with the help of
the Velva/Drake and Enerbase employees,
along with the past and current board
members willingness to work together.
Enerbase continues to look towards
futuristic aspirations that benefit the
patrons and also fit the model that has been
created. This was a good example on how
cooperatives can work together, cultivating
and preserving a system that has proven
to work for the past 100 years! We all
must realize that throughout the years time
changes and so do business models for
futuristic survival. Enerbase is having a very
good financial year which ends December
31, 2019. Details of this will be available
when we have our annual meeting next
March. For those of you that are 70 years
or older, remember to request your stock to

be retired! The year-to-date amount of stock
retirement, which includes prior years paid
out, along with estates and age 70 and over,
totaled $1,248,975 at the end of September.
The Enerbase management and Board of
Directors will continue to be aggressive on
equity redemptions.

Enerbase continues to look towards futuristic
aspirations that benefit the patrons and also
fit the model that has been created.
On the operations side of Enerbase,
improvements of approximately $1,250,000
of assets were spent in 2019. We finished
the in-store remodel in Washburn, bought
two propane trucks along with a fuel truck
and a semi tractor for hauling petroleum
tanker loads. Enerbase Cooperative
Resources will continue to improve on
the assets of the cooperative as needed
for growth of its business. On behalf
of the Board of Directors and the entire
management staff, I sincerely would like to
thank you for your business and look forward
to a bright Enerbase future! Happy holidays
everyone! n

Bowbells, ND
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BRAD HAUGEBERG
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
general manager

22nd ANNUAL MEETING NOTICE
DECEMBER 13, 2019

THE GRAND HOTEL - MINOT

5PM REGISTRATION | 6PM DINNER | 7PM MEETING
Positions up for election on the CHS SunPrairie producer board:
Southwest District
Trent Sherven - Director
seeking re-election

Northwest District
Andy Mau - Director
Lenny Rodin - Director
both are seeking re-election

East District
Cy Kittelson - Director
not seeking re-election
Clinton Olafson - seeking election
Mike Bechtold - seeking election

Nominations will also be taken from the floor

CHS SunPrairie is committed to investing in tomorrow’s leaders
through our scholarship program. As in years past we will be
awarding scholarships to area students again this fiscal year.
Scholarship recipients will be presented at our annual meeting on
December 13, 2019 at the Grand Hotel in Minot.

We are proud to support these future leaders, some of whom may
one day play an important role in the future of agriculture.

TURNING THE
CORNER AFTER
THIS YEAR
It is November 4th as I write this, and several
producers are still trying to harvest everything
but winter wheat and barley…I think those were

The longer you are in this business,
the more you will realize that there
are never two years alike.

harvested to the best of my knowledge. My first managing
job started in September of 1979 and the person that
interviewed me was a long-standing person in the industry
at that time. He told me something that day, that only gets
louder in my head each and every year. He stated, “The
longer you are in this business, the more you will realize that there are never two years alike. PERIOD!” Wow! This year is one for the
record books.
Our cooperative closed another fiscal year in September, and no different that what is being experienced on the farm, the issues of the
year also affected those of us that service this industry, resulting in tighter margins. While we are posting a black number, it is much
smaller than what we have been able to show in years past. Maybe we (producers and everyone associated) will turn the corner after
this year. Hopefully, the trade wars end and we experience normality in not only the marketplace, but also in weather patterns. In our
region we started the season off drier than usual and were then hit with wetter than normal conditions. We might have been “lucky” to
start off drier, as there are parts of the Midwest that were wetter than normal all season.
As we approach the Holidays, two things come to mind. Short days and basketball. That means a lot of traveling at night. Having said
that, I wish to remind everyone to drive safe and I wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! n
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Strong Solutions,
Made Simple.

A N DY U N D L I N
BORDER AG & ENERGY
lansford location manager

Allegiant™ Hybrid Corn Seed
Seed performance is at the
heart of your farm’s success.
And finding the optimal price
to value for your specific
operation is just the first of
many agronomic decisions you
make each season. CHS can
help you with strong solutions
made simple – starting with
Allegiant™ family of seed.
You can trust CHS to help you
make the most of each and
every corn acre.

© 2017 CHS Inc. Allegiant™ is a trademark of CHS Inc.

A GREAT NEW
VENTURE IN MY
HOMETOWN

Hello! I recently became the new Lansford Elevator
Manager for Border Ag & Energy. I started in the middle

Strong Solutions,
Made Simple.

of August when things were looking good for a great harvest
season. Little did we know, Mother Nature was going to change
our plans.
I grew up on a farm northeast of Lansford where we raised
wheat, barley, sunflowers, canola, soybeans and occasionally
durum. We also had anywhere from 75-100 head of cattle. I
attended Lake Region State College for two years, and then
moved on to Minot State University. Right after college I
started farming northeast of Lansford and worked at Gates
Manufacturing. I most recently worked at Hefty Seed Company
in Mohall, first as Operations Manager, then moved up to be a
Sales Agronomist.
My wife, Rhonda, and I built a house two miles from the farm
in 2011 and have three children. Jacob, Jasmine and Maris
keep us extremely busy with sports and many other activities.
I am on multiple boards in Mohall and Lansford, and I also
spend a lot of time being a big part of the ambulance and fire
departments.
I am looking forward to this new venture in my hometown.
Every year is different, every year is educating, and I feel that
we are sitting good with moisture for next spring to have a great
year. n

Allegiant™ Variety Soybean Seed
Seed performance is at the
heart of your farm’s success.
And finding the optimal price
to value for your specific
operation is just the first of
many agronomic decisions you
make each season. CHS can
help you with strong solutions
made simple – starting with
Allegiant™ family of seed.
You can trust CHS to help you
make the most of each and
every soybean acre.

© 2017 CHS Inc. Allegiant™ is a trademark of CHS Inc.
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RON JOHNSON
ENERBASE
equipment sales

PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

TO MAKE SPRING 2020 SUCCESSFUL
Fall?? Someone put winter at the end of our summer.
The struggles in the fields this year were unheard of for such a
large area of the Midwest. Corn and sunflower harvest will be
quarter past late this year. The quality of the crops pre-monsoon
season was reported as very good with yields that one could be
proud of.
Now we go into freeze-up with very little fall tillage done. The
fields are left with combine and cart tracks that a moose could fall
into. Why didn’t we pay more attention to the “old-timers” when
they would talk of rain ahead, snow days, or even days not to
travel. They based it on fogs, moon phase, bird flights, berries in
trees and caterpillars. There was something to be learned. Who
can tell us now what Mother Nature has in store? There isn’t a
crystal ball or magic dust, but the farmers have the vision for next
year.
The Degelman Pro-Till is the most versatile piece of tillage
equipment you will ever see. It is designed to shred heavy fall
residue, open up spring fields, level ruts (which we will all need
come spring), destroy clods and produce an absolutely perfect
seed bed. The Pro-Till cultivator has the unique ability to cultivate
and warm the soil during cold wet conditions when all other forms
of tillage plug and fail. I have seen pictures of some torn up fields
this fall, and this piece of equipment can help fix the damage that
was done. Give myself or Craig a call to discuss how the Pro-Till
can benefit your operation.
Enerbase is also a Seed Hawk dealer. The Seed Hawk toolbar

provides unmatched seed and fertilizer placement in one pass,
making it perfect for zero-till or minimum tillage operations in all
soil conditions. The Seed Hawk toolbar comes in two models, the
45 or XL, with widths ranging from 40’ to 84’. Both toolbar styles
can be configurated for 10”, 12” or 15” row spacing. The opener
assemblies operate independently for superior shallow seeding,
depth accuracy, and optimal fertilizer placement. Each opener
assembly follows the ground independently by pivoting at the
frame, controlled by its own adjustable hydraulic cylinder.
And finally, I would like to talk about storage. We carry the full
lineup of Meridian storage and handling equipment. Meridian’s
Multi-Purpose bins are built with industrial gauge steel and are
the premium choice for seed, grain and fertilizer storage. The
GrainMax® hopper bins offer top quality grain and seed storage,
without bolts and ribs which allows for safe and easy unloading,
while ensuring no trapped seed or contaminants on the walls or
joints. Completely self-cleaning with no obstructions, GrainMax®
hopper bins are the safest and most efficient grains bins available.
The last bins I am going to talk about are the Meridian Liquid
Hopper bins. In addition to storing all the dry flowable products,
these bins are designed, engineered and coated to store a wide
range of liquid products such as liquid fertilizer and liquid feed
supplements as well as water and various industrial liquids. These
Liquid Hopper bins are made with heavier gauge steel, welded
inside and out, four coats of powder and other standard features.  

INTRODUCING THE
FUTURE OF GRANULAR
INOCULANTS
The key is the bioengineered Spherical Granule Carrier. With its honeycomb
structure maintaining the growth environment and protecting and preserving two
strains of rhizobia, LALFIX DUO FS offers unmatched performance, durability
and ease-of-use. If you do not love the results you get with our NEW spherical
inoculants (versus competitor products), we will issue you a cash refund of up to
$4 per acre to cover the difference

The Enerbase sales team is ready to help you with products and
solutions to make the spring of 2020 a successful one. n

Contact your local
lallemand representative
for more information
about the Spherical
Satisfaction Guarantee.

Justin Miller
701-426-2358
jmiller@lallemand.com

Chase Austvold
320-444-3894
caustvold@lallemand.com

crops.lallemandplantcare.com
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Robert Todd
208-906-5054
rtodd@lallemand.com

S H A W N S H U LT Z
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
agronomy sales rep

MARK
YOUR
CALENDARS
2020

ANNUAL MEETING

FINDING THE BEST SEED FIT
FOR YOUR OPERATION
Thursday
March 26, 2020

Grand Hotel - Minot
Dinner - 6:00 pm
Meeting to follow

With the 2019 spring wheat
harvest over, it is time to try
and put this difficult year
behind us and look ahead to
2020. Even with the extremely

Stop in and talk to one of our seed experts
about some of the new seed varieties and
which ones best fit your operation.

wet harvest this fall, we saw
some positive and encouraging
results with spring wheat yields.
Earlier planted wheat crops that were harvested before the rain showed us some extremely high yields in new varieties,
as well as some of the older varieties. I hope producers are able to keep those positives in mind and focus on what can
be done to prepare for next spring.
If you plan on keeping seed in the bin for next year, make sure to bring a sample in to your local seed plant so we can
test it and make sure the quality is where it needs to be. With that, be sure to schedule your seed cleaning needs as
early as possible this year, as the 2020 spring is sure to be a busy one. If you are not planning on keeping any seed and
buying new, make sure to stop in and talk to one of our seed experts about some of those newer varieties and which
ones are the best fit for your operation.
In closing, I hope everyone has a great winter, and I look forward to working with you in the upcoming 2020 season!

n

Enerbase is once again awarding
eight $1,000 scholarships!
To be eligible the applicant or his/her guardian must be a
current, voting patron member of Enerbase.

(Must have done at least $2,500 worth of business in 2019 to qualify as a current, voting member)

Scholarships are awarded to students entering their first semester of college.

Deadline to apply is February 14, 2020
The application is available on the Enerbase
website under the About Us section or students can
pick one up at the Enerbase office or from their
school counselor.
Contact Jayme Burkhart with any questions at 852-2501

205 46th Ave NE | Minot, ND 58703

www.enerbase.coop
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TONY SMITH
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
grain procurement

SELLING GRAIN

WITH CONFIDENCE
Hello and best wishes after what was
a long and difficult harvest. This past

It can seem like a full-time
job watching the markets.

growing season went through extremes of
not enough moisture early on, to a harvest
filled with rain delays. Due to the wet
conditions, you may have had bushels left
in the field and/or quality issues, and with these situations it becomes even more important to
market your grain effectively. Knowing your breakeven and setting up a marketing plan will help
you sell grain with confidence.
With market situations always changing, it can seem like a full-time job watching the markets.
No one can predict what the market will do, but having a marketing plan and sticking to it can
help you navigate through some of the ups and downs. CHS SunPrairie offers a wide variety
of contract options and we are more that willing to sit down and discuss which is best for your
operation. Contact Lance, Amber or myself if you have any questions. Have a safe and happy
holiday season. n

MONEY
DOESN’T

GROW ON

TREES.
IT SPROUTS FROM
SMARTLY SEEDED FIELDS.

CROPLAN® offers a broad portfolio of seed. Every single one is backed by data and
insights. That way, you can uncover new opportunities for your operation. And
with us, you never have to go it alone because you have a partner willing to take on
any seed challenge. Talk to your retailer today or visit croplan.com to find which
CROPLAN seed will work for you.

© 2018 WinField United. CROPLAN® and WinField® are trademarks of WinField United.
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Delivering technology,
genetics and value.

CLARK LEIER
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
agronomy sales rep

TM

FALL FERTILIZER...
OR THE LACK OF
Hello from the Minot office. As I’m writing this,
most of the 2019 harvest season is behind us. It has
been one for the memories. As a credit to farmers,
we really do roll with the punches and we will get up
and dust ourselves off.
With the lack of fall, it has meant little to no field
work being completed. Fall fertilizer run, up to this
point, has been slow in much of our trade area. The
nitrogen market is currently down a little from last
year, while the phosphate market is down nearly
$100/ton compared to last year. There is talk that
this could change with the moisture situation going
into spring. Having a plan to protect yourself in this
kind of market will be very beneficial. Remember
that 60% of your yield comes from crop nutrition and
we roughly only spend five minutes of a 30-minute
phone call on fertilizer.

From day one, NK has been forward-thinking and

driven by science. We continue to live up to this legacy
through strong investments in R&D, committed field
support teams and an award-winning data analytics
program.
Ask your local retailer about top-performing NK products
in your area or visit NKSeeds.com.

When it comes to fertilizer, remember the 4R’s:
Right source of nutrient
Right rate
Right time
Right placement
©2019 Syngenta. Delivering technology, genetics and value,™ NK,® Agrisure Artesian,® the Alliance Frame, the NK Innovation Pattern, the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.

Please be cognizant of the amount of fertilizer that
a crop requires. With the proper nutrition, achieving
a 60 to 80-bushel wheat crop is possible. That
60-bushel wheat crop will take roughly 130lbs of
nitrogen and 44lbs of phosphate per acre, versus the
80-bushel crop which will take 175lbs of nitrogen and
58lbs of phosphate per acre. There are several other
nutrients that need to be taken into consideration as
well to achieve good yields.

Superior Wheat Yield Starts Here
SY ROCKFORD

I would encourage everyone to be in contact with
their agronomy sales rep to make a plan for the
upcoming year. It is easier to modify a plan than to
start from scratch in the heat of spring’s work. Please
keep safe this winter and enjoy the holidays. n

Rock Solid Returns in the West

SY LONGMIRE

Dakota Agronomy Partners
has the local knowledge and
experience to help you select
and manage your wheat crop
for maximum production.
For more information on
AgriPro® wheat varieties and
certified seed, contact Dakota
Agronomy Partners.

New! Solid Stem Built to Yield

SY INGMAR

Top Choice for Economic Return

SY VALDA

The Yield Warrior

(701) 852-5608 | DakotaAgronomy.com
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Some or all of the varieties may be protected under one or more of the following: Plant Variety Protection, United States Plant Patents and/or Utility Patents and may not be propagated or
reproduced without authorization. AgriPro®, the Alliance Frame, the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.

FAMILIAR FACES
IN NEW PLACES
ANDREW LYNCH
WILEY LOCATION MANAGER

Hello everyone! My name is Andrew Lynch and I am the Location
Manager at the Wiley Terminal on Highway 83 North. I started with CHS
SunPrairie in May of 2018 working in the driveway and recently took on the
role of Location Manager. I have been grateful from day one to be where
I am at, I could not ask for a better team to be a part of. Prior to working
at CHS SunPrairie, I was with Dakota Agronomy Partners in Glenburn as a
custom applicator. During my two-and-a-half years there, I really enjoyed
getting to know the farmers in the area.
I was born and raised in Minot and have lived in Mohall for the past twelve
years. My wife, Amanda, and I have been together for 13 years and I am
blessed with an amazing family. We have three sons, Brian (11), Jaydon (8)
and Jackson (6).
I look forward to many years with CHS SunPrairie, and strive to do my best
every day at giving our producers the great experience they deserve. n

MIKE WOLF

MINOT LOCATION MANAGER
Hello from the Minot Elevator! Many of you already know me as I
have been with CHS SunPrairie for the past 13 years now, but I am excited
for my new role with the cooperative. I am originally from the Carrington
area and have called Minot home for the past 13 years. My wife, Lavon,
and I have been married for 16 years and we have three children and seven
grandchildren that keep us very busy!
I started working in the driveway thirteen years ago, then took on the role
of truck dispatch for our off-farm hauling and lining up bin probing for
our customers. I also spent time in the lab and took care of the specialty
contracts when they were available. I am looking forward to my new role as
Location Manager in Minot and working to meet our customer’ needs. We
have a great team in place to make that happen. After many years as the
Location Manager (probably more than he wants to admit to), Dick Kitzman
decided to hand off the torch. He is still working in the driveway, but now
he has more time to spend with family and get his fishing game perfected
before retirement in the next few years. I am very grateful to have him next
to me, teaching me everything he has learned in his 43 years on the job.
While working in the grain business the past 40 years, I can say this harvest is definitely one for the books. Farmers
and cooperatives all over were dealing with challenges every day, challenges they had never encountered before, and,
hopefully, never will again. n
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In the community
At Border Ag & Energy we take pride in supporting the people
and organizations in the communities we serve!
$5,000

Newburg Senior/Community Center
PLUS received a $5,000 matching contribution from CoBank

$2,800

4-H Premiums - Bottineau & Renville County

$2,300

Bottineau, Westhope & Mohall Golf Courses

$1,000

Bottineau Winter Park Adaptive Ski Program

$1,000

Scholarships
Our total donations for FY 2019,
which ended 8/31/19, totaled just over $17,000.
The list shown is a recap of the larger contributions.

Gift Cards

KAT H Y G O N Z A L E Z
ENERBASE
energy operations manager

FOR GALLONS

GIFT CARDS FOR GALLONS
PROGRAM
When is the best time to purchase oil? At the
end of the year or in the spring right before planting
season starts? Everybody has their own idea, but CHS
has made it a no-brainer for everyone and with a little
flexibility. CHS has a program they have been doing
for years now called Gift Cards for Gallons. You earn
a $50 Visa gift card for every 125 gallons of Cenex
oils, hydraulic fluids, gear lubes and greases you buy
between November 1, 2019 and February 28, 2020. To
the right is a list of qualifying products. You can either
go to enerbase.coop and download the redemption
form or you can call and talk to Aimee, Sheri or Kathy
at 852-2501.
Have you ever forgotten to mail in your form? In the
past, we have mailed out the forms to our customers as
we send them the bill and leave it up to them to fill out
the redemption form and mail it in. Just let one of our
team members know that you want us to fill it out and
submit it on your behalf and we will get it taken care of!
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QUALIFYING PRODUCTS
Irriflex®
Maxtron® DEO
Maxtron® Enviro-EDGE®
Maxtron® GL
Maxtron® THF+
MP Gear Lube
Qwiklift® HTB®
Superlube 518®
Superlube TMS®
Greases include:
Corn Head Grease, Blue Gard® 500+™, Fluid Gear
Grease, HD Moly Xtreme, Maxtron® EP, Maxtron®
FS, ML 365®, Molyplex 500+, Poly-Xtreme® and Red
Protect XT® n

FREE $50 VISA GIFT CARD
FOR EVERY 125 GALLONS OF CENEX
LUBRICANTS, HYDRAULIC FLUIDS GEAR
LUBES & GREASES PURCHASED NOW
THROUGH FEBRUARY 28, 2020.

Call 837-2129
For qualifying products and details or to place your order.

SAMANTHA ESLINGER
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
agronomy sales rep

SETTING GOALS AND A PLAN TO
ACCOMPLISH THEM
Believe it or not it’s already time to start making
considerations for the 2020 growing season. Having recently
gone through what was a very tough and late harvest for most
of our growers, I know it can be a difficult task to look ahead
at another growing season with a positive attitude. We can
only hope that the next growing season brings us favorable
conditions to be able to get the seed into the ground and
preplant spraying done in a timely manner. Now is a great time
to make your way in to see your agronomy sales rep or give
them a call if you want them to come to the farm, if you haven’t
already, and discuss some plans for next year. Some of the
things you can discuss together are your specific long and shortterm goals and how to attain them.

More profit?
Higher yield push?
Specific crop focus?
New varieties?
Disease or weed issues?
Cropping diversity?
Soil health?
Record keeping?
Precision farming?
Zone management?
Once we determine the soundness of our goals, we need to
discuss how to accomplish them with your current financial
resources, and not at the expense of your well-being. Time
management is a major reason for doing this extensive crop
planning. The more we can organize and prepare this winter, the
smoother things go during the hectic planting season. When
you have a sit-down and talk with your agronomy sales rep you
are able to talk these things through with somebody who is not
only familiar with your fields and operation, but has extensive
knowledge of the options that are available to you, and who is
also devoted to seeing you succeed. Utilizing your agronomy
sales rep this winter can really help you take some of the stress
off making some of these decisions alone. DAP’s team attends
trainings and tours throughout the year to learn about all the
products and new varieties that are out there for you so that we
can help you make an informed decision for what’s best for your
farm.
We all know that one size doesn’t fit all, and certain varieties are
made for certain acres. We can help determine the best varieties
and whether your fields would benefit from utilizing an offensive
or defensive variety, or perhaps some of both. Your agronomy
sales rep can help you price out different seed varieties, fertilizer
inputs and crop protection costs so that we can determine a
price point per acre. We also have programs available to us, and
yourselves, that can help us calculate some of that potential
return on investment. We’ve had a couple of tough years in the
20

There’s more than seed in every bag.
If you’re going to raise something, start with expectations. At Mycogen Seeds,
we do that by packing way more than seed in every bag. Starting with one of
past and are potentially looking at another tough season ahead
where we might need to be a little more conscious of what
varieties are going to give us that return on those acres. Doing
this can help you get an idea of inputs per field next year, and
maybe consider putting more money towards some of those
better acres and staying more modest on some of the tougher
ones.
If you like to try multiple varieties or want to experiment with
varieties on some different ground, then maybe discuss how to
set up a field trial on your farm. These can be interesting and fun
ways to see how certain varieties, crop types, and applications
are going to react to your specific ground or area.

the largest genetics and traits portfolios in the world. Then we add a team of
local experts and retailers who know your farm and your goals. All dedicated
to helping you grow. Didn’t expect that, did you?

Explore Mycogen brand products with
Dakota Agronomy Partners
®

701-852-5608

If record keeping or precision farming are a part of your goals
heading into the future, then we can help you look into some
different options and what you would need to get started.
Precision ag software not only helps you place your inputs more
efficiently, but can help you with remembering those varieties,
fertilizer inputs, and yields, year after year.
The steady amount of rainfall that the state has gotten this fall
not only pushed our harvest back considerably but made it nearly
impossible to get any fall burndown done. The lack of burndown
combined with the excessive moisture is going to make for
some pretty weedy conditions in the spring, and that is why it
is more important than ever to get pre burndown done in the
spring. Don’t wait until you have an issue in crop to try and get
things cleaned up when you can get ahead of the problem and
start with a clean field right away. Ask your agronomy sales rep
for their opinion on what you can add in to keep crop protection
products working longer and more efficiently, and also if there
are any programs available that could help you get some money
back.
I know it feels early yet, but spring will be upon us before we
know it. Now is the time to take advantage of early buy and
discounts and get set up for another busy season. Remember
that we are here to help you succeed and we look forward to
another year doing business with you and helping you to the
best of our capabilities. n

Mycogen.com/More
™®
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EVIE JOHNSON
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
nutrition consultant

RITCH CARGO
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
feed manager

DIFFICULTIES

CHS Nutrition, provide developing bulls and
heifers with a highly-digestible fiber, lowstarch formula that enables them to safely
and efficiently reach their genetic potential in
development. These proven formulas deliver
energy, protein, vitamins and minerals to
balance diets containing a wide variety of
forages. Feeding highly-digestible fiber and
low-starch diets, such as those containing
Bull Challenger and Hi-En Bull Challenger, have been shown
to eliminate the problems with feet, semen quality and over
conditioning that are often experienced on high-starch diets.

LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS
ARE FACING THIS FALL
What a crazy ride this fall has been for all of agriculture! Our
region has gone from extreme drought in parts, to flooding in a
short amount of time. Both extremes pose their own problems,
but let’s talk about the over-abundance of water that most of
us are dealing with. The amount of rain and early snow that
we have received in the area are creating some real difficulties
for livestock producers. It seems we’re all about a month or so
behind on our normal fall projects. As I’m writing this, many
calves haven’t been weaned yet due to wet and sloppy corrals.
The silage hasn’t been chopped and the manure hasn’t been
hauled due to fear of tearing everything up. The list of projects
and uncertainty in what comes next goes on and on. What is
certain and remains constant is CHS SunPrairie’s dedication to
its livestock producers.
If you are getting to the point of being able to wean, we
suggest adding Head Start to your feeding regimen. With its
consistent formulation, highly-digestible fiber sources, and its
high palatability, calves strive in the most stressful part of their
lives. We keep Head Start B50 AU70 (medicated with Bovatec
and Aureomycin) on hand in Minot, mostly in bulk, however
we do keep a small supply of 50-pound bags on hand as well.
According to Federal Law, because it contains CTC, we need to
have a Veterinary Feed Directive (VFD) in hand before we’re able
to load or deliver any of this feed product. You can either get a
physical copy to us or simply have your Veterinarian email it.
Are you looking to do some backgrounding, but your feedstuffs
leave you lacking some key nutrients?
Bull Challenger and Hi-En Bull Challenger,
research-based products developed by

TRAVEL PLAZA
PROPANE FILL LOCATION

LUBRICANT TERMINAL
PROPANE FILL LOCATION

Are you looking to stretch your precious hay supply that may or
may not have a decent amount of nutritional value, and balance
out your TMR? Liquid Supplement can do just that. Whether
you’re a cow-calf producer or feeding in a feedlot, there’s a
liquid supplement to fit your operation. Our liquid supplements
have proven to be instrumental in putting to use lower-quality
feeds that have been put up in the tough haying conditions that
we faced this year by adding nutritional value and palatability to
your ration.
As always, the best way to build a balanced ration for any
of your livestock is to know what kind of feed values your
feedstuffs contain. Joel Ostendorf (701) 388-7527 and Brandon
Weidert (701) 240-1230 are the CHS Nutrition Consultants for
our region and have been out to visit many of you already.
Please give one of them, Ritch or Evie a call to set up a time to
get samples taken. Sample results are usually received via email
within a couple of days after they’ve been mailed. Please allow
for extra time if special testing is requested like ex. nitrates,
mold, etc.

Enerbase is ready to help
with all your propane needs
at home, on the farm and
on the job.

We also have three Minot
stations where cylinders can
be exchanged:
North Broadway
South Broadway
Southeast by Kmart

NORTH BROADWAY
PROPANE EXCHANGE

DOWNTOWN
PROPANE FILL STATION

CHS SunPrairie’s feed team is here to help you with all your
feed needs. Please give one of us a call if you would like
samples taken or help developing rations that are customized
to meet your needs. We have many products that are
customizable to each and every operation. n

XPRESSMART
PROPANE EXCHANGE
SOUTH BROADWAY
PROPANE EXCHANGE

SOUTHEAST BY KMART
PROPANE EXCHANGE

CORNER EXPRESS
PROPANE FILL STATION
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We can refill all types of
portable cylinders at four of
our Minot stations:
Corner Express
Downtown
Travel Plaza
Lubricant Terminal

If your tank is about to
expire we can requalify
20, 30, 40 & 100 pound
cylinders as well as forklift
cylinders for a fraction of the
cost of a new one.
Cylinders can be brought to
our Lubricant Terminal, and
requalification is good
for 5 years!

Filling stations also in:
Velva Glenburn
Drake Washburn

Shattering yield
records, not pods.
That’s smart.

LOANS
LEASES
APPRAISALS

Choose from five Pod Shatter
Reduction InVigor hybrids.
T:10"

HAIL INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE

Stronger pod seams protect you from potential
yield loss until you’re ready to harvest — regardless
of whether you prefer to straight cut or delay swath.
Learn more about the leader in Pod Shatter
Reduction hybrids at InVigor.us or contact your
local BASF Seed Advisor.

Farm Credit Services of North Dakota
is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

NEW

Always read and follow label directions.
InVigor is a registered trademark of BASF. © 2019 BASF Corporation.
All rights reserved. APN 19-CAN-0003

B:10.25"

The perfect blend of strength and durability.
The patented Pod Shatter Reduction technology
from InVigor hybrid canola helps protect your
yield potential and gives you added flexibility
at harvest, even when dealing with adverse
weather conditions.

MULTI-PERIL CROP
INSURANCE

FINANCING RURAL COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 100 YEARS.
MINOT
701-852-1265

CARRINGTON
701-652-2836

RUGBY
701-776-5863

BOTTINEAU
701-228-3731

CROSBY
701-965-2265

WILLISTON
701-774-0055

BOWBELLS CROP
INSURANCE
701-377-3703

WARD COUNTY
CROP INSURANCE
701-852-5432

PRAIRIE PARTNERS OUTLOOK
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BISMARCK, ND
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1800 13TH STREET SE
MINOT, ND 58701

Now there is a better way to buy your Corteva Agriscience crop protection with
TruChoice® offers. More Savings, More Choices.
Prepay Savings
Farmers who fund a minimum of $7,500 to a TruChoice Prepay Account via cash or
TruChoice Financing from Oct. 1, 2019 to Mar. 13, 2020 are eligible for TruChoice
Prepay Savings on participating products.
Industry-leading products
More than 100 proven crop protection products from Corteva are included. There are
no bundle purchase requirements.

Start saving: Three easy steps
FUND or finance your Prepay
Account by Mar. 13, 2020 with
your participating Corteva
crop protection retailer.

EARN savings on Crop Protection
Products: 5% for prepay cash
or 3% for TruChoice Financing
loan advance.

SPEND your TruChoice Prepay
funds on participating products
and receive your savings when
you purchase from your retailer.

Prepay
Cash

5%

savings

Prepay
Loan Advance

3%

savings

Example: Assume you deposit
$95,000 cash on Dec. 1, 2019.
$95,000/0.95 = $100,000 in the
Prepay account for you to spend.

